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Q2a
Technique of this Q is actually quite easy, it just takes practice.

Job 1: Consider the content of the source
• What information does it have that is useful or that you know is true? Or false even! What inferences

can you make from the content?
• Annotate the sources before starting and make a JUDGEMENT about how useful they are to the specific 

Q in the opening sentence (both sources)

Job 2: PROVENANCE: Consider strengths and weaknesses of the source
• NATURE: What type of source is it? - How does that affect its utility (usefulness)
• ORIGIN: Who produced it? Will they be a one-sided view, were they there? 
• PURPOSE: Why was it produced? How might this affect the reliability of the source?

Job 3: CAT TEST Use your OWN KNOWLEDGE of the historical context to EVALUATE the 
source
• How comprehensive is the source? Does it have limitations or missing information?
• How accurate is the source? Does it match what you know about the topic?
• How typical is the source? Did the events described happen regularly or are they 

unusual or rare? What happened most of the time?
CAT TEST

How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the treatments that were 
available for wounded soldiers on the Western Front? [8 marks]



Strong Answer for another example Q2a
How useful are sources A and B for an enquiry into the treatments that were 
available for wounded soldiers on the Western Front? [8 marks]

On your copy of this answer

• Colour / underline any inferences that have been made and any judgements made
• Highlight when NATURE, ORIGIN and PURPOSE have been mentioned
• Colour / underline any CAT testing
• Highlight any reference to the question
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